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This paper describes the development and testing of a

new approach to computerized analysis and identification

of humanly produced sung pitches. The approach is unusual

in that 1) it is not an adaptation of any previous

approaches to the problem of computerized pitch analysis,

2) it is mathematically sensible and simple, and 3) it can

be implemented with equipment that is readily available

and relatively inexpensive. The algorithm was formulated

specifically for musical applications, rather than for use

in speech analysis, and attempts to model the action of

the ear during the hearing process.

The paper includes a brief discussion of the process

of hearing musical sound, a summary of the previous

approaches to computerized pitch analysis, and a detailed

discussion of the new algorithm and proposed implementations

in computer-assisted sight singing and musical analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years the teaching of undergraduate music

theory has been enhanced by the opportunities offered by

computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Ear training CAI has

progressed the most rapidly, due to the availability of

the necessary computer hardware and the ability to

restrict and evaluate student response based on a few

keystrokes at a computer terminal. Despite giant strides

made in the field of computer-assisted ear training

instruction, other areas of theory instruction--keyboard,

partwriting, and sight singing--have remained relatively

untouched. The lack of development in these areas is not

due to disinterest on the part of music theorists and

theory teachers, but rather due to the need for special

equipment to facilitate pedagogy in these areas.

The problems of answer entry and computer

interpretation are common to all areas of music theory

CAI, but are a critical problem in sight singing. A

device is needed to interpret sung pitches in order that a

computer may identify those pitches accurately and

respond. The availability of such a device would make

possible a variety of applications in sight singing CAI.

Several approaches to this problem have been pursued,

all of which have been successful in some cases. However,

1
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many require a large computer installation, most do not

execute fast enough, and all have problems with accuracy

in certain types of waves. Due to the necessity for

absolute accuracy and speed when interacting with a

student, no previous approach has proved useful for CAI

applications.

This paper will describe the development and testing

of a new approach to computerized analysis and

identification of humanly produced sung pitches. The

approach is unusual in that 1) it is not an adaptation of

any previous approaches to the problem of computerized

pitch analysis, 2) it is mathematically sensible and

simple, 3) it matches what we know of the ear's activity

during the hearing process, and 4) it can be implemented

with equipment that is readily available and relatively

inexpensive. When implemented in computer hardware, sound

analysis utilizing this approach should be rapid enough to

allow applications in computer-assisted sight singing

instruction and vocal or instrumental input of single

lines for analysis purposes. This will open new avenues

of development in both of these areas and allow research

in perception and sight singing pedagogy that previously

had not been possible.

The algorithm was formulated specifically for musical

applications rather than for use in speech analysis. It
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attempts to model the action of the ear during the hearing

process, rather than centering only on the contour and

characteristics of the sound wave itself.



CHAPTER I

THE MECHANICS OF HEARING MUSICAL SOUNDS

Prior to entering a discussion of the operation of

pitch analysis approaches, a few concepts and definitions

should be established.

Sound is a disturbance of air pressure around us. A

sound is heard because the entire ear mechanism reacts to

these small oscillations in the surrounding air pressure.

When these pressure oscillations produce a periodic

disturbance by following each other in a repetitive

fashion, the series of oscillations is called a wave. As

the sound wave reaches the ear, the pressure inside the

ear canal reacts to the exterior pressure changes. The

pressure oscillations cause the ear drum to oscillate,

transmitting the vibrations through the small bones of the

middle ear (malleus, incus, and stapes), which convey the

vibrations via the oval window (vestibular fenestra) into

the inner ear (figure 1). The stapes, commonly called the

stirrup, acts as a plunger on the oval window and creates

fluid motion in the inner ear, which causes motion in the

cochlea. The cochlea is a snail-shaped spiral which is

divided by two membranes into three sections that run the

length of the spiral. The most important of the two

4
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Figure 1--The middle and inner ear

membranes in the hearing process is the basilar membrane.

The hair cells which make up the organ of Corti are

located upon the basilar membrane. When the membrane

responds to the fluid motion in the cochlea, the hair

cells of the organ of Corti are stimulated. From the hair

cells, the motion information is transmitted to the brain

(1). The hair cells are extremely sensitive, and the

slightest force applied at the tip of the cell is

transmitted by an electrical impulse to the brain (2).

The process through which the sound information is
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interpreted in the inner ear, and the encoding scheme for

transferral of the vibration information into the brain is

not fully understood, and even fewer scientific data are

available on the process used by the brain in interpreting

the nerve impulses received from the ear.

Several theories have been proposed to explain

various parts of the hearing process. The place theory,

first proposed by Helmholtz, postulates that as sound

vibrations move along the basilar membrane, there is a

location at which each particular frequency excites the

hair cells, causing them to fire and send the frequency

information to the brain. The perceived distance between

pitches is related to the distance between places of

excitation along the basilar membrane. Another hearing

theory, the periodicity theory, states that a pitch is

perceived because of the firing of the hair cells in

conjunction with the progress of the wave along the basilar

membrane.

Neither of these theories accounts for all aspects of

pitch perception. The place theory fails to account for

the "missing fundamental" problem adequately. In some

sounds, only the upper harmonics are present, with the

fundamental of the sound "missing." Although there is no

energy at the fundamental, the fundamental is perceived

because of the combination tones caused by the harmonics.
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This kind of sound is common in telephone communications,

where the fundamental is filtered out of the sound to

reduce data for transmission. The "missing fundamental"

phenomenon is impossible to explain using only place

theory. The periodicity theory cannot fully explain

hearing because the nerves in the hair cells cannot fire

fast enough to follow the vibration of some pitches that

humans can hear.

A more modern theory, the duplicity theory, combines

aspects of place theory and periodicity theory. Duplicity

theory states that low frequencies are determined by the

periodicity method, and that high frequencies are

identified by the place method. Current theories are

concerned with the spectrum, or harmonic content of the

sound, or with temporal pattern recognition (3).

The process of pitch analysis includes examination of

both the action of the ear and the characteristics of the

sound wave itself. A periodic sound wave can be

represented in several ways, two of which are a

mathematical equation and a Cartesian graph of that

equation. A graph of a simple wave, such as a sine wave,

is demonstrated in figure 2. The sine wave can also be

represented by the trigonometric equation

y = sin x.

Notice that the sine wave repeats itself, crossing above
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Figure 2--A simple sine wave

and below the zero line. A periodic sound is like a wheel

turning--at the end of one complete revolution it returns

to the point where the cycle began (figure 3). If the

Figure 3--A sine wave is like a wheel turning

/ \ / \
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revolution of the wheel is represented linearly in time,

it forms a sine wave. This repetition is called a period

of the wave. The frequency of a given waveform is defined

as the number of periodic cycles occurring per second.

The amount of pressure change in a wave is called

amplitude, and is represented on the graph by the distance

from the zero line to any given point of the wave. The

amplitude reflects the loudness of a sound. The sine wave

shown in figure 4 has a larger amplitude than the one

previously shown.

maximum

minimum

Waveform from figure 2
Waveform with Greater Amplitude

Figure 4--A sine wave showing maximum and minimum points

The highest points on the graph are called maxima,

while the lowest are called minima (figure 4). This

----------
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waveform has "higher" maxima and "lower" minima than the

waveform in figure 2. A more complex waveform may have

several maxima and minima in a period of the wave (figure

5). The maxima and minima can be located using the

Figure 5--A more complex waveform

equation of the wave and performing a mathematical

transformation called differentiation. The equation for

the derivative is related to the original equation in that

every point on the original equation has a

.



mathematically related

derivative' s equation.

derivative is shown by

waveform from figure 2

corresponding point on the

In figure 6, the waveform of the

a solid line, and the original

is shown by a dotted line. The

Figure 6--The first derivative of y = sin x

points where the derivative equation is equal to zero

(represented by crossing the zero line on the graph)

directly correspond to the maxima and minima in

the original equation. There may be several maxima or

minima in any section of the wave. The maximum in a

period that has the greatest amplitude is called a

relative maximum. There may be maxima with greater

amplitude in other sections of the wave. The highest

maximum is referred to as the absolute maximum. The terms

"relative" and "absolute" are used in a similar manner when

referring to the lowest minimum in a region or in the

wave, respectively.

If a second derivative is computed using the equation

11
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resulting from the first derivative equation, the graph

and equation would be as shown in figure 7. The second

derivative is shown by a solid line and the original

waveform from figure 2 is shown by a dotted line. The

Points of Inflection

- - -Original Waveform
Second Derivative

Figure 7--The second derivative of y = sin x

points where the second derivative graph crosses the zero

line show locations of another important feature of the

original waveform, the points of inflection. These points

are the locations where the curvature of the graph changes

(see arrows in figure 7) and represent the points where

the pressure changes from air moving inward, against the

eardrum, to air moving outward, pulling the ear drum in

the opposite direction.

Musical sounds are usually represented by complex

waves--that is, they consist of several sine waves summed

:,. iAti- cw&u. dik F3i4L-. :.. ._: u+r .uw+x. ci::... i..i 5t+ti: _ u:f+ + .ra,.:<w:: :. .w.s i .w. !. ,..+vy.+.r+>.u -. .r. +s, w+ +r.
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together. Like sine waves, complex waves have first and

second derivatives (figures 5, 8, and 9). Each component

of a complex wave is called a harmonic, with the group of

It

I '

S'

11

# 9'

-- - -W-Original Waveform
First Derivative

Figure 8---The first derivative of the wave from figure 5

harmonics known as the spectrum of the sound. In most

musical sounds, the pitch of the sound is the fundamental

frequency of its overtone series, that is, the smallest

;.: . ,. .a . , r a ; , - - - ---
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Figure 9--The second derivative of the wave from figure 5

common factor of all of its harmonics.

Speech is often very uneven in its periodic

structure, as can be seen by examining figure 10. Sung

musical pitches are much more regular in their

14
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Figure 10--A speech waveform

periodicity, and on first inspection, periodic matches

might appear easy to detect (figure 11). Unfortunately,

flawless periodicity is only an illusion. Because of the

ryr nil
Figure 11-A sung waveform

imperfections in the sound production equipment (the

15
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human voice), there are many slight deviations in the sung

waveform which can be seen only on close inspection.

Additional variations are created if words or syllables

are used in conjunction with the singing. The sound

produced by the vocal cords is altered as it passes

through the throat and oral cavity, and is affected by the

tongue, the teeth and the lips. The resulting

irregularities caused by these alterations are known as

formants. The vowels and consonants of the words not only

affect the beginnings and endings of a sound, but also

change throughout the duration of the word, causing the

wave to vary throughout. A human who visually inspects a

chart recording of several periods of the waveform can

easily see and mark the periods, ignoring obvious

irregularities. However, a digital computer as it

encounters the imperfections of the waveform, is unable to

distinguish them from regularities, perceiving the

incoming information as one long unchanging waveform.

Therefore, the history of the search to solve the problem

of pitch recognition has been a search for methods to

recognize periodic organization against a background

of dynamic variation.
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CHAPTER II

A SURVEY OF PITCH RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

For the last twenty years acousticians, scientists

and musicians have attempted to develop methods for

real-time computer pitch analysis. Most of these

researchers have become interested in the problems of

pitch analysis due to possible applications in the areas

of speech synthesis and analysis. There have been many

pitch detection algorithms proposed, most having common

features. The approaches can be divided roughly into two

primary groups: time-domain analysis methods and spectrum

analysis methods. The inverse filtering methods use

aspects of both primary groups and will be discussed as a

third category. The algorithms will be discussed in order

of complexity, rather than chronologically, so that they

may be explained more easily.

I. Time-Domain Methods

The time-domain methods attempt to analyze the pitch

of a waveform by considering aspects of the waveform as it

moves through time. Methods of this group are primarily

dependent on data reduction techniques to implement pitch

identification.

18
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The premise behind data reduction approaches is the

removal of the irregularity in the wave by removing the

wave information which contains the irregularity. Because

the part of the wave that consistently contains

irregularities has not been conculsively determined, there

are a variety of different approaches based on the concept

of data reduction. One application of the data reduction

technique involves the examination of zero crossings on the

wave. The assumption is that if a wave is periodic, then

the zero crossings should fall into regular patterns.

These patterns would contain the periodicity information

from the wave, but only require examination of a few

points. The many applications of zero crossing

investigation include those reviewed and categorized by

Niederjohn (1). Most applications begin with elimination

of all amplitude information except the polarity of the

wave (whether a particular point on the wave is positive

or negative), followed either by the counting of the zero

crossings in an amount of time (figure 12) or by the

calculation of the time between zero crossings (figure

13).

More elegant approaches incorporate zero crossing

investigation with other techniques. Miller (2) proposes

a data reduction method in which a data structure is

constructed that contains only the zero crossing points

I .w
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Figure 13--The measurement of time between zero crossings
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and the largest amplitude point for each period. All

of the wave information,. except the points where a sign

change on the wave occurs (zero crossings) and the

relative maximum, is discarded. The relative maximum for

each section of the wave is retained because it has been

observed that many waves have the largest amplitude at the

beginning of a period. The idea of using maxima in

computerized pitch analysis is a relatively old one. In

1962, Gold (3) proposed a set of pitch markers to show the

periodicity of the wave. He observed that when pitch

periods on waveforms are visually marked, the maxima and

minima were noted to determine the repetition. Since this

algorithm was developed, many approaches have incorporated

use of maxima and minima as a means of data reduction in

the pitch extraction process.

Data reduction can be implemented by designing

a system suitable for a limited group of sounds. Miller's

algorithm is one of many that limits the range of

fundamentals that are considered. He reduces data by

considering only sounds below 500 Hz. Restricting the

range of sounds considered is common to many pitch

extraction algorithms.

Geckinli (4) uses the time spans between zero

crossings along with what he calls "adaptive search."

Adaptive searching begins by finding two adjacent periods

',
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of the wave by locating a match in the zero crossing

intervals. The subsequent zero crossing sequences are

compared to the zero crossing intervals pattern

established by the first two periods of the wave.

Geckinli also employs data reduction by subjecting the

waves to a 900 Hz. low pass filter prior to processing

in the zero crossing analysis and adaptive search.

Problems encountered when dealing with zero crossing

techniques center around the inability to exclude the

irregularity typical of the original wave from the zero

crossing sequence. Because the zero crossings of any two

periods of the wave also are irregular and rarely match

exactly, support routines to determine when an inexact

match is close enough must be designed.

Miller's approach has additional problems associated

with the use of maxima. Maxima-based approaches can fail

or give inaccurate results when 1) there are several peaks

of the same height in one period of the waveform, 2) when

a spurious maximum occurs because of an irregularity in

the waveform, or 3) when there are several maxima that are

evenly spaced within a single period of the wave. To

avoid too many errors, error catching routines must be

implemented.

The clipping of the signal is another data reduction

technique. When a signal is clipped, a portion or range
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of the waveform is discarded. Center and peak clipping are

the most common clipping techniques (figures 14, 15, 16,

and 17). Dubnowski (5) and Sondhi (6) both use this

s~m ri L

I

/N

\IV vv
Figure 14--Center clipping of a signal

-V--I'1 V

Figure 15--The remnant after center clipping
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the point above, between, or below the center clip

thresholds, respectively (figures 18 and 19). Difficulty

I

I I I

\11\/

Figure 18--Dubnowski's clipping

.0

~" ~ ~ ~ ago"*

Figure 19--Yield of Dubnowski' s clipping

is encountered in setting the thresholds used for the

clipping to retain all essential wave information, while

"Go I -
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discarding the irregularities of the wave. Dubnowski

attempts to overcome this by finding the peaks in several

small sections of the signal, and setting the thresholds

at eighty percent of the smallest maximum found. This

procedure is called adaptive adjustment of thresholds.

Problems are encountered with low pitched speakers

or when the pitch period is long. With low pitched speech,

the sampling rate must include enough samples per analysis

unit to include at least t o periods of the wave.

These problems were caused by the sampling rate selected

by Dubnowski, and could be corrected. The greatest

problem was in the gross errors that occurred, which

require a complex smoothing routine to be corrected.

Tucker (7) uses a combination of several data

reduction techniques in his algorithm for pitch analysis.

He center clips the signal, saving both maxima and minima,

and uses adaptive adjustment of thresholds to include all

important peaks in his evaluation. Elements included in

his investigation are the amplitude of each peak, the

instant the peak crosses the threshold, the width between

threshold crossings, and the energy of the peak (the

integral of the peak slice over time or the area under the

curve) (figure 20).

In the parallel processing technique as proposed by

Gold and Rabiner (8), information is reduced by generation
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Amplitude of Maximum
Time of

Threshold
Crossing

Figure 20--Tucker's analysis factors

of pulse trains to match the positive and negative peaks

of a low pass filtered waveform. The pulse trains

are run through six identical period estimators at the

same time (figure 21), thus the name, parallel processing.

Each estimator releases an estimate of the period, and the

results are correlated in a matrix composed of all the

estimates. The average of the six estimates yields the

pitch. Additional data reduction techniques employed in

modifications of the original parallel processing

algorithm enhance the speed and accuracy of the process,

but limit the fundamental to below 300 Hz.
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Figure 21--Parallel processing

Many pitch analysis algorithms use autocorrelation to

locate the periodic repetitions revealed by the analysis

portion of the algorithm. An autocorrelation is a

mathematical transformation which shifts the wave on itself,

moving it in time until a match is found (figures 22 and

23). The accuracy of the correlation between the original

and shifted waveform is expressed as a number between one

and zero, with one being a perfect match.

The Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF)

process proposed by Ross (9) is a variation on

autocorrelation in which a difference signal is created by

28
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Figure 22--A signal to be autocorrelated

comparing a signal with a delayed version of itself. The

average magnitude of the difference is computed. The AMDF

output has deep nulls (minima) at delays corresponding

to the period of the signal. The optimum comb filter method

designed by Moorer (10) is similar to AMDF, but has a

global searching procedure to determine if the local pitch

estimate corresponds to that occurring over a larger area.

Problems are experienced with the Average Magnitude

Difference type algorithms when the speech signal is

noisy, that is, when the sound contains a lot of

non-pitched interference.
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II. Spectrum Analysis Methods

The second main category of pitch extraction methods

is the spectrum analysis group. All the algorithms in

this group examine the structure of the sound's harmonics

to determine the sound's fundamental. These techniques

utilize the fact that sounds are composed of a fundamental

and several harmonics (partials) related to the

fundamental. The fundamental and its harmonics are

referred to as the spectrum of the sound. The timbre of

the sound is determined by the relative strengths of the

different harmonics, and the perceived pitch of the sound

is determined by the relationship of the harmonics and the

fundamental. In most musical sounds, the spectrum is

arranged with the partials above the fundamental as they

appear in the harmonic series (figure 24). The sound

c27

Figure 24--The harmonic series
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production source determines the proportion of each

harmonic. The relative amplitude of each harmonic present

changes dynamically during the course of a musical sound,

and causes the characteristic timbre and attack-decay

pattern of the sound (11). Most commonly, the perceived

pitch is the fundamental. Pitch analysis techniques that

use a spectrum approach separate out the components of the

sound's spectrum, and use the components to determine the

fundamental. Therefore, this group works on the principle

that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts.

The most direct of these approaches utilizes a series

of narrow band pass filters to separate out the harmonic

components of the sound. After the components are

located, some algorithms search for the largest common

divisor. Since the fundamental is the largest number that

will evenly divide into the frequencies of the harmonics,

the largest common divisor will equal the fundamental.

This process works if adjacent harmonics are present or if

enough harmonics are located within the wave. If

sufficient harmonics are not isolated, then the calculated

fundamental may be missed by an octave or the procedure may

fail entirely.

After filtering out the harmonics, there remains the

problem of determining the frequencies of the harmonics.

The harmonics are known to fall within the band of the
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filter through which they were processed, and are less

complex than the original sound, but still must be

identified with accuracy to allow the largest common

divisor to be calculated.

Schroeder's (12) implementation of this concept uses

the zero crossing sequence to measure the frequency of

each harmonic, then charts the values in a period

histogram (figure 25). His calculations seek the smallest

5
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T4 T3 T2 3T4 T1 5T4 6T4
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Figure 25--Schroeder's period histogram

common multiple of the periods of the harmonics to

determine frequency. This is a variation on the largest

common divisor calculation that divides the frequency of

each harmonic by interger values and charts the

occurrences. The fundamental is the value with the maximum

,. w, ,.
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accumulation of occurrences as shown by the period

histogram chart. If two values have the same rate of

occurrence, the smallest is selected as the fundamental.

Schroeder's original implementation did not include the

influence of amplitude on pitch, so the algorithm was

changed to incorporate this influence. In order to weight

for amplitude, he chose to multiply the output of the

band pass filter by the logarithm of the amplitude,

claiming that this incorporates the likelihood of

different values being the fundamental. Advantages of

this approach, as stated by its designer, include

simplicity (as compared to the following spectrum group

approaches) and comparable accuracy.

Miller (13) constructed an analog hardware

implementation of the technique described by Schroeder.

Miller's system, called the HIPEX (Harmonic Identification

Pitch Extraction) system, is based on the band filters

approach with computation of the common denominator of the

harmonics. A pulse generator attached to each filter sets

up a pulse train at the same rate of speed as the zero

crossings of the filter output, thus representing the

periods of each harmonic. The pulse trains are

synchronized to begin at the same time, then the pulses

are summed to create the period histogram. The first

large peak from the summation is marked, and the period is
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traced by locating the large peaks.

Algorithms of this type are inaccurate when the pitch

falls in the crossovers of the filters. There are also

errors caused when the sound is of poor quality and is noisy,

or when the sound is low in pitch. The incorrect

estimates are often either twice or half the correct

fundamental frequency. In the HIPEX system, digital error

correction logic was designed to correct these problems.

Piszczalski (14) proposed a method operating on

frequency and amplitude. His procedure begins with a

filtering of the sound to accentuate sounds in the range

of normal hearing. A pair of component frequencies is

chosen and the nearest interger ratio is computed. After

evaluating all component pairs, the integer ratios are

divided to discover the sound's frequency. Many samples

are evaluated,' and the correct frequency for the

fundamental is the average of the individual comparisons.

Problems are encountered when the pairs of harmonics are

from a high frequency section of the spectrum, resulting

in an inaccurate identification of the pitch. Octave

misses are particularly common.

The most celebrated of the spectrum type analyses is

the cepstrum analysis technique. The harmonic content, or

spectrum of a waveform can be expressed as a power series,

the sum of which constitutes the waveform. The general
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equation for a waveform can be shown by the power series

generated by the following equation, in which the harmonic

number is shown as Harm, and the amplitude of that

harmonic is shown by Amp(Harm).

Current Sum = Old Sum + Amp(Harm) *

Sin (Harm * (X + Phase(Harm)))

The term "cepstrum" is defined as the power spectrum of

the logarithm of the power spectrum of the wave (15).

This method reveals the periodicity of the wave by

performing a mathematical transform (usually a Fourier

transform) on the wave input. The Fourier analysis

separates out the harmonics of a sound as a prism separates

out the spectrum of light, mathematically achieving a

separation of the harmonics of a sound similar to that

caused by a bank of band pass filters (16; explained in

detail in 17). The transform procedure consists of a

Fourier transform of the wave input, the absolute value

of which is squared. Then a Fourier transform is done on

the log of the results of the first transform. This

transform shifts the wave to echo itself, which causes a

ripple to occur. This ripple is highly accentuated, and can

be tracked to locate the periodic repetition of the wave.

A computer circuit that locates the relative maxima in a

region, sometimes called a "peak picker," is used to find
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the accentuated periodic pulses in the output of the

transform process.

Schafer and Rabiner (18) have a cepstrum type

processor designed to perform both pitch and formant

analysis. Their algorithm defines the cepstrum as the

inverse transform of the logarithm of the z-transform of a

signal segment, but runs in a similar manner to Noll's

(15). The z-transform is an alternative method of shifting

the wave onto itself to separate out the spectrum that is

similar to the Fourier transform method (19). The range

of Schafer and Rabiner's prototype system was limited to

pitches within a male voice range, and required four

minutes to compute two seconds of sound.

Seneff (20) uses a fast Fourier transform cepstrum

technique very similar to Noll's, but has designed an

"iterative" peak picking algorithm to eliminate the errors

caused by false peaks being selected by the peak picking

algorithm. Her peak picking method determines if the peak

being considered is too close to the last peak, or if it

is less than half the size of the true peak. If either of

these conditions is true, the peaks are discarded as

spurious. Seneff incorporates data reduction techniques

into her cepstrum algorithm by limiting the range of the

sound considered and by only running the computations on

one third of the samples.

*
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Clipstrum (21) is a variation on the cepstrum

technique that center clips the sound prior to the

cepstrum calculations. This data reduction technique is

combined with spectrum-type cepstrum to speed up the

computations and reduce the amount of hardware needed.

Cepstrum type analysis has been shown to be one of the

most accurate types of pitch analysis available for

speech. Other researchers to work with the cepstrum type

analysis include Alan V. Oppenheim (22) and the team of

Mark R. Weiss, Reinhold P. Vogel, and Cyril M. Harris

(23).

Many pitch detection algorithms of the spectrum

analysis group have sprung from the pitch perception

theories of Goldstein (24; 25). His theory proposes that

the hearing process consists of a frequency analysis

performed by the ear that reveals which elements are

present (spectrum analysis) and a "central processor" that

makes an optimum estimation of the unknown fundamental as is

indicated by the spectrum frequencies.

An application by Duifhuis, Willems and Sluyter (26)

uses an "optimally functioning harmonic pattern

recognizer" to determine the correct fundamental. The

signal is low pass filtered, sampled and spectrally

analyzed by Fourier transform. Local maxima are used to

set a threshold, then peaks are located. To determine if

a peak is genuine, the harmonic pattern recognizer is
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used. It consists of a template with markers at the

frequencies where the harmonics of a particular

fundamental would be present. Beginning with a

fundamental of 50 Hz., the pattern recognizer tries the

template for each fundamental until it reaches 500 Hz.,

looking for the frequency at which the template matches

the frequencies of the spectrum of the waveform, determined

by the Fourier analysis.

The hearing theories of Terhardt, Stoll and Seewann

(27; 28) are quite similar to those of Goldstein,

differing only in the criteria for determining the

fundamental frequency from the spectral peaks given by the

Fourier analysis. Terhardt claims that pitch perception

has two aspects: virtual pitch and spectral pitch. The

spectral analysis incorporates the spectral pitch

component of pitch perception and the virtual pitch component

is included in the algorithm for the interpretation of the

spectral peaks. The virtual pitch evaluation includes

masking effects, prominence, and frequency.

All of the cepstrum type analyzers have to include an

algorithm for the determination of the pitch period from

the cepstral peaks. This aspect of cepstrum analysis has

exhibited the most variety in approaches and has given

researchers the most trouble. McGonegal, Rabiner and

Rosenberg (29) have implemented a method that avoids this

} .
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problem by having the human look at the original waveform

and the cepstral output on a display and choose the

periodic peaks. This "semiautomatic" method has been

shown to be very accurate, but takes about thirty minutes

to analyze one second of speech.

Although spectrum type pitch extractors have proved

accurate for speech evaluation in many cases, they tend

either to require large computer installations and long

amounts of time to compute the pitch, or, if real-time, to

require expensive hardware. Therefore, such pitch

extractors are unsuitable for use in computer-assisted

instruction and other applications that require real-time

implementation.

III. Inverse Filtering

Inverse filtering is another technique that has been

used in pitch extraction algorithms. The concept of

inverse filtering involves creation of a filter which

approximates the inverse of the formant effects on the

sound. When the wave is run through the filter, the

inversed formants of the filter cancel the effect of the

original formants, yielding a signal that should be free

of irregularities caused by the influence of the formants.

The implementation of the inverse filter can be performed

by a series of band pass filters, each constructed to

represent the inverse of the formant effects for that

W-A *mm. Wmw- ww -
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segment of the spectrum. Like spectrum analysis, inverse

filtering can be executed with a fast Fourier transform

replacing the series of band pass filters (30).

Markel (31) proposes a pitch extraction algorithm

using a fast Fourier transform to obtain the inverse

filter spectrum. Market's approach is designed to work

on speech signals from adult male speakers that have been

pre-emphasized to accentuate the second and third formants.

After the sound is inverse filtered, an autocorrelation is

performed by fast Fourier transform. This second Fourier

transform yields a signal with a peak similar to cepstrum

analysis. The fundamental is chosen by a peak picking

algorithm.

Another implementation proposed by Markel (32),

the SIFT (Simplified Inverse Filter Tracking) algorithm,

designs the inverse filter by determining the equation of

the filter such that the difference between a selected

constant and the filter output is minimized. By this

process, the filter attempts to transform the spectrum of

the input into a constant spectrum. A constant spectrum,

or white noise, is a sound in which all components of the

spectrum exist in equal proportions, unlike normal sounds

in which some harmonics are stronger than others. The

filter output is autocorrelated using a summation process
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rather than a Fourier transform to reduce the solution

time required. A peak picking algorithm completes the

process. Avoidance of Fourier transforms allows all of

the calculations to be done using algebra, therefore

yielding an inverse filtering process faster than cepstrum

analysis. However, neither inverse filtering nor cepstrum

analysis is error free, and inverse filtering usually

fails on the same waveforms that cannot be analyzed

successfully with cepstrum analysis.

A combination of Average Magnitude Difference

Function analysis and inverse filtering has been done by

Un and Yang (33), in which an AMDF was run using the

output of an inverse filter. The algorithm searches for

the nulls (minima), and does an autocorrelation to

determine the pitch.

The chronology of the development of the pitch

detection algorithms is shown in Appendix A. The

cepstrum-type spectrum analysis algorithms were among

the first to be developed, and have retained the interest

of researchers. The data reduction-type algorithms

also appear rather early in the chronology, and have been

the object of research throughout the twenty year history

of computerized pitch detection research. Many of the most

recent pitch detection algorithms, including the one

discussed in this paper, are of this group.
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CHAPTER III

A NEW ALGORITHM FOR PITCH EXTRACTION

Of the many methods implemented for pitch analysis,

none has been readily available for musical applications.

To be widely used in sight singing CAI applications, a
system must be extremely reliable for any sound in either

a male or female student's voice range. Additional

problems are created by the poor quality of vocally

produced sound typical of the average theory student.

Many of the pitch extraction algorithms do not have

adequate accuracy for CAI use, and have significant

difficulty identifying the pitch of a sound that is not of

good quality. Other implementations have a restricted

range that would not allow the identification of all of

the sounds in the normal voice range.

A second requirement for pitch identification for
musical applications is speed. For a student to be able
to practice sight singing effectively with a computer, the
system must be able to give almost immediate evaluation

and correction. In analysis applications, sung or played
entry of sounds would not be useful unless it was more

expedient than other entry methods.

For both music theory CAI and musical analysis
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applications in the standard academic setting, the cost

of the system is also an important factor. Most

universities cannot afford any of the pitch extraction

implementations that require a large, expensive, mainframe

computer. In addition, mainframe-based pitch analysis

systems are usually restricted to a particular brand and

model of computer. Even if a similar mainframe computer is

available, program adaptation for use on a system other

than the one for which it was written may be prohibitively

difficult and expensive.

Therefore, a pitch extraction system is needed that

is fast and reliable, and can run on a small, readily

available, inexpensive computer. None of the previous

designs for pitch identification systems meets all of these

criteria.

The present investigation of the problem of sung

pitch analysis began with two concepts in mind: 1)

finding a mathematical regularity in the wave to allow the

determination of periodicity and 2) trying to approach the

method of finding the regularity as it might be found by

the human ear. It is known that the ear reacts in some

way to the periodic aspects of the wave in its process of

identifying pitch. Some have tried to model the ear by

spectrum separation of harmonics, but most of the other

approaches center only on the wave itself, rather than the
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hearing process.

Hudspeth (1) indicates that the hair cells of the

inner ear react to pressure changes. By locating these

points of pressure change in the wave, the aspect of the

wave that triggers the hearing mechanism is identified.

The pressure changes as shown on the wave occur at the

inflection points, not at the zero crossings or maximum or

minimum points, which have been the target of many sound

analysis approaches. Therefore, if the period of the wave

is to be determined, the inflection points are a logical

place to begin. Mathematically, these points are simple

to locate in that they are the zero crossings of the

second derivative of the wave. For computer applications,

this is particularly useful because a variety of

components to calculate derivatives of either digitized or

analog input and to locate zero crossings of the

differentiated signal are readily available and are

relatively simple and inexpensive to implement. The zero

crossings of the second derivative are useful, .in that

they contain all of the harmonics. However, if the

intervals between the second derivative zero crossings

were the only aspect considered, the patterns generated

would likely find the highest harmonic, rather than the

fundamental of the waveform.

In order to solve this problem, the action of the ear

,.
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was again considered. It is possible that the ear reacts

to amplitude as well as pitch. It is known that the ear

reacts to air pressure changes in interpreting the sound

(1, p.17; 2, pp.72-75). The amplitude changes are

somewhat dampened by the action of the ear drum, but

loudness information is transmitted as an aspect of the

pressure transfers. It seems reasonable, that if the ear

actually reacts to pressure changes, the intensity of the

sound at various points in the wave would also be

important information. The areas under the curve between

the second derivative zero crossings of the wave yield

this pressure information. The areas under the curve

are also mathematically simple to compute, and are

calculated by computing a definite integral on the

original waveform between the second derivative points.

Two examples of waveform areas are shown in Appendix B.

Because these calculations were done with a BASIC program

on an Apple II+, the figures are only accurate to about two

places right of the decimal point due to roundoff errors

inherent in the process of calculation. The first figures

shown are the areas under a simple sine curve for two

periods of the wave. The second group of figures are the

areas from a waveform consisting of a fundamental and the

first two of its harmonics with no phase offsets on any of

the components. The areas clearly show a periodic

-
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pattern, accurate to the resolution possible with the

computer program used.

Therefore, the pitch extraction algorithm proposed in

this paper uses the information given by the areas between

the second derivative zero crossings to determine the

pitch. The areas reflect the periodicity within the

waveform. In order for the computer to locate these

patterns, an autocorrelation can be computed. The time

interval between significant values of the autocorrelation

function corresponds to the period of the perceived pitch

of the waveform. An autocorrelation in conjunction with a

digital clock can readily show these correspondences,

revealing the periodicity in relation to time.

This approach is of interest not only because it

models the recurrence of pressure patterns, but also in

that it considers the entire waveform in estimating the

pitch. The algorithm employs data reduction by

simplifying the entire waveform, so that none of the wave

information is discarded. The influence of amplitude is

included, as well as the effect of the harmonics present

in the sound. The ability to include information that is

normally removed in other approaches is this algorithm's

most unusual feature.

Prior to implementation in hardware, a series of

simulations was necessary to examine the details of the
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algorithm's implementation. A software simulation of the

algorithm was the first step in the testing procedure to

determine its validity. This simulation accepted

amplitude and phase information for each harmonic of a

wave, calculated and displayed the points on the wave curve,

used trigonometric formulas to compute the first and

second derivatives, located the zero crossing points and

second derivative zeroes. With this computer program, it

was possible to obtain a listing of the points of the

original, first derivative, and second derivative curves,

see the graph of any of the curves, and generate a listing

of the areas. This program made it possible to study the

interaction of the various transformations of the wave and

to examine the regularity of the second derivative zeroes

and the periodic pattern of the areas with predetermined

input. Although this program analyzed perfectly regular

waveforms, which would not occur under the usual use

conditions required for a pitch extractor, it allowed a

reliable preliminary examination of the approach.

To test the strength of the concept, several

waveforms that had been listed by other authors as causing

most pitch detection systems to fail were examined using

the software simulation. One waveform tested included

only the nineteenth, twenty-first, and twenty-third

harmonics of a pitch with a fundamental of 50 Hz. Most
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listeners involved in the original experiment by Hall and

Peters (3) had matched the pitch at between 205 and 210

Hz. The results of the testing with this algorithm showed

the prominent area matches occurring with a frequency of

200 Hz (Appendix C). The irregular peaks shown by the

autocorrelation may explain the 5 to 10 Hz. variation in

the perceived pitch periods revealed by the algorithm.

The entirety of the autocorrelation in Appendix C

corresponds to the length of the period of the true

fundamental, 50 Hz. The algorithm did not show the exact

humanly-perceived pitch, but did come close. The true

fundamental also was visible in the pitch analysis using

this algorithm. This experiment showed that not only was

this algorithm able to determine the fundamental, but it

revealed the perceived pitch as well. This ability to

locate a perceived pitch as well as the fundamental allows

a software designer to set the accuracy level required to

locate a pattern match in the autocorrelation process such

that either value can be located. The other pitch

recognition algorithms have failed to locate perceived

pitches, finding only the fundamental or failed to locate

any pitch for waveforms of this type.

The next step in the testing process was to write a

program that created a waveform based on amplitude and

phase information for each harmonic and stored the digital
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samples of the waveform in a buffer. This process

simulated the kind of buffer that would be created by live

input of sound using a microphone and an analog to digital

(A/D) converter. A second program was written to read the

information from the buffer and compute the derivative

calculations, zero crossing locations, and areas by

algebraic approximation of the calculus computations.

Areas were then printed for inspection and

autocorrelation.

The buffer program revealed rounding errors

associated with the elimination of some of the waveform by

the digital sampling process. Therefore, a hardware

device using analog differentiators, integrators, and

zero-crossing detectors was constructed (figure 26).

After the unit was built, the output of each component was

viewed on an oscilloscope to determine the correctness of

the circuit's construction. A reel to reel tape of female

vocalists was used as input. This tape contained a variety

of pitches distributed throughout the entire range of the

singer's voice, with each of the pitches held for several

seconds. The oscilloscope traces showed the output from

the first stage of the circuit to be quite regular, as

was expected. An autocorrelation component and a period

detector will comprise the next stage of the device.

These components will allow the period of the wave to

be traced in time, thus revealing the periodicity of the

.
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wave to be traced in time, thus revealing the frequency of

the pitch. The algorithm will also be tested with live

input of sound into the analog implementation using a

microphone.
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CHAPTER IV

FUTURE RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

The ultimate goals of this research project will be

attained when the pitch detection device is in use for

computer--assisted sight singing instruction and other

musical applications. If the testing of this device shows

it to be sufficiently accurate, a major part of the work
toward this goal will be complete. The task that remains

is the design and programming of sophisticated software

for the various applications. For music implementations,

music graphics capability and musical sound production

equipment are necessary. Text display for instructions

and tutorial presentations are also needed. Graphics and

text programs for musical applications and musical sound

production equipment are available for the Apple II, for

which the prototype circuit using the new algorithm was

built. These routines have already made possible the

development of lessonware in other areas of music theory

CAI. They can be used in sight singing lessons to provide

graphic representation of melodies to be sung, text on

the screen for instructions, and aural presentation of

tonicization patterns and melodic or harmonic

accompaniment. In analysis applications, the melodic
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input can be displayed and manipulated by interactive

graphics. Instructions and analysis options can be

displayed using the text routines.

In sight singing applications, remaining obstacles

include the selection of proper melodic materials and the

programming and implementation of the computer software to

present the melodies. Computer software must be designed

to interpret the device's output and decide if the sung

input was within an acceptable range of correctness.

Since few students sing at the exact frequency of any

particular note, a range of acceptable frequencies must

be selected by the programmer.

After the student's singing is evaluated by the

software, the student's performance should be critiqued

and the student assisted in the learning process.

Pedagogical decisions concerning the timing of evaluative

commentary must be made. Three possible approaches

are 1) forcing the student to get each note correct

before proceeding to the next note, 2) allowing the student

to finish the melody prior to evaluation, or 3) stopping

the student only after a significant error is made.

Any of these approaches might be selected as the optimum,

depending on the pedagogical aims of the programmer.

Consideration must be given to the tendency of students to

flat or sharp slightly as they sing through a lengthy
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melody. The lesson software could allow for slight

flatting or sharping, if the programmer considers this

feature pedagogically desirable.

The interpretation of the rhythmic aspect of the sung

input is a problem that has not been ideally solved, but

methods have been devised to allow applications prior to

the discovery of a definitive solution. One possible

approach, which has recently been implemented by Paul

Dworak in a set of keyboard harmony drills (1), is to

display the musical example on the computer monitor and

indicate when, in a given tempo, a chord is to be played.

In his program, the chord to be entered is indicated by

being inverted (that is, shown on the computer screen with

black letters on a white background, rather than the

standard white on black). Input for each chord is

accepted only while the chord is inverted. This method of

controlling rhythmic input could also be used for sight

singing melodies allowing both rhythmic and melodic aspects

of the melody to be practiced.

Musical analysis applications will require an even

more sophisticated system for input of rhythmic

information. Software to accept and store the input from

the pitch detection device is yet to be designed and

implemented. With appropriate software and careful

interpretation, the information can be used in any data

"W Im
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structure selected for an analytical system. The design

of an appropriate data structure in which to store the

pitch information is a critical issue in computer-assisted

analysis. Even if the music for analysis can be entered

directly by played input of single lines, analysis is

impractical unless the method of encoding allows

manipulation of the information for a variety of analysis

methods.

As software is developed for this device, and the

capacities of the pitch extraction algorithm are explored,

other applications will be recognized. This device

was designed for musical input, but the algorithm should

be usable in many of the speech applications which have

inspired most of the previous pitch detection research.

Although this algorithm does not provide an instant

solution to all of the problems of CAI in sight singing or

input of single lines for analysis, an accurate device for

pitch detection will allow researchers to concentrate on

pedagogical and analytical aspects that could not be

considered until such a device was available.
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APPENDIX A

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE PITCH ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS

Time Domain Cepstrum Inverse Filter

1962

Maxima Based-
Bernard Gold

1965

1968 Center Clipping-
M. M. Sondhi

1967

1969 Parallel Processing-
Bernard Gold and
Lawrence Rabiner

1970 HIPEX-
R. L. Miller

1972

1973

1974 AMDF- Myron J. Ross
Optimum Comb-
James A. Moorer

1975 Data Reduction-
Neil J. Miller
Zero Crossing-
Russell J.
Niederjohn

1976 Real-Time Digital
Hardware- John J.
Dubnowski

Cepstrum-
A. Michael Noll

Cepstrum-
Mark R. Weiss
Period Histogram-
M. R. Schroeder
Clipstrum-
A. Michael Noll
Cepstrum-
Alan V. Oppenheim

Cepstrum-
Ronald W. Schafer
and Lawrence Rabiner

SIFT-
John D. Markel

Cepstrum- Inverse Filter-
Ronald W. Schafer John D. Markel
and Lawrence
Rabiner
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1977 Zero Crossing- Inverse Filter
Yezih Geckinli and AIDF- Chong
and Darvas Yavuz Kwan Un and

Shih-Chien Yang
1982 Cepstrum Based

on Goldstein's
The ory-
H. Duifhuis
Cepstrum Based
on Terhardt's
Theory- Ernst
Terhardt
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APPENDIX B

TWO EXAMPLES OF AREA PATTERNS

A. A Simple Sine Wave

AREA = 29.99"
AREA = -29.99
AREA = 29.99
AREA = .-29.99

B. A Waveform with a Fundamental and Two Harmonics

AREA = 3.85
AREA = 18.69
AREA = 23.33
AREA = 18.58
AREA = 3.70
AREA = -43.33
AREA = 3.98
AREA = 18.66
AREA = 23.33
AREA = 18.61
AREA = 3.55
AREA = -43.33
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APPENDIX C

AUTOCORRELATION OF WAVEFORM AREAS

PLOT OF SERIAL CORRELATION

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
LAG CORR.

1 -0.830 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX+XXXXI +
2 0.519 + IXXXXXXX+XXXXX
3 -0.296 +XXXXXXI +
4 0.259 + IXXXXXX +
5 -0.322 +XXXXXXXXi +
6 0.353 + Ixxxxxxxxx
7 -0.316 +xxxxxxxxi +
8 0.259 + ixxxxxx +
9 -0.275 + XXXXXXXI +

10 0.427 + Ixxxxxxxxx+x
11 -0.674 XXXXXXX+XXxXXXxxXI +
12 0.859 + IXXXXXXXXXX+XxxXXxxxxx
13 -0.825 XXXXXXXX+XXXXXXXXXXxxI +
14 0.587 + Ixxxxxxxxxxxxx+x
15 -0.332 + xxxxxxxxI +
16 0.220 + IXXXXX +
17 -0.250 XXXXXXI +
18 0.302 + IXXXXXXXX +
19 -0.295 + XXXXXXXI +
20 0.244 + IXXXXXX 4
21 -0.217 + XXXXXI
22 0.291 + IXXXXXXX +
23 -0.475 + XXXXXXXXXXXI +
24 0.679 + IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX+X
25 -0.749 XX+XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI
26 0.613 + IXXxxxxxXXXXxxx +
27 -0.377 + xxxxxxXXI+
28 0.211 + ixxxxx +
29 -0.190 + XXXXXI +
30 0.241 + IXXXXXX +
31 -0.261 +XXXXXxI +
32 0.228 + ixxxxxx +
33 -0.186 + xxxxxi +
34 0.203 + ixxxxx +
35 -0.319 + XXXXXXXXI +
36 0.495 + Ixxxxxxxxxxxx +
37 -0.619 + XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXI+
38 0.583 + IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
39 -0.405 + XXXXXXXXXXI +
40 0.223 + IXXXXXX +
41 -0.151 + xxxxI +
42 0.178 + IXXXX
43 -0.214 + XXXXXI-t
44 0.203 + iXXXXX
45 -0.164 + XXXXI
46 0.150 i- IX.XXX+
47 -0.207 + XXXXXI+
48 0.334 + IXXXXXXXX
49 -0.465 XXXXXXXXXXXXI. +
50 0.500 - Ixxxxxxxxxxx-
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Figure 20--Tucker's analysis factors

of pulse trains to match the positive and negative peaks

of a low pass filtered waveform. The pulse trains

are run through six identical period estimators at the

same time (figure 21), thus the name, parallel processing.

Each estimator releases an estimate of the period, and the

results are correlated in a matrix composed of all the

estimates. The average of the six estimates yields the

pitch. Additional data reduction techniques employed in

modifications of the original parallel processing

algorithm enhance the speed and accuracy of the process,

but limit the fundamental to below 300 Hz.
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Figure 21--Parallel processing

Many pitch analysis algorithms use autocorrelation to

locate the periodic repetitions revealed by the analysis

portion of the algorithm. An autocorrelation is a

mathematical transformation which shifts the wave on itself,

moving it in time until a match is found (figures 22 and

23). The accuracy of the correlation between the original

and shifted waveform is expressed as a number between one

and zero, with one being a perfect match.

The Average Magnitude Difference Function (AMDF)

process proposed by Ross (9) is a variation on

autocorrelation in which a difference signal is created by
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